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AGENDA
• Article 7 of the OECD Model
• The Arm’s Length Principle
• Attribution of costs/expenses
• Agency PE

• 2010 Update
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AOA Sources of Interpretation
Most treaties

Few treaties
2010
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OECD

OECD

• Art. 7 and Revised
Commentary July 2008
• 2008 Report on
attribution of profits

• New Art. 7 and
Commentary July 2010
• 2010 Report on
attribution of profits

UN

UN

• UN Model 2001

• UN Model 2001
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Allocation of Taxing Rights

Country R may tax the
profits of PE but must
provide double tax relief
according to Art. 23

Enterprise

Income

Income

Country R
Country S

PE
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PE income may be
taxable in S but only if
they are attributable to
that PE
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Allocation of Taxing Rights

Enterprise

Income in R:
200
PE income:
100
Taxable income: 300
CIT :
60
Credit:
20
Due:
40

Income in R: 200
CIT: 20%
Country R
Country S

Income in S: 100
CIT: 30%

PE
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Taxable Income: 100
CIT :
30
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Arm’s Length Principle
Profit should be attributed to the PE :
•As separate enterprise
•Same or similar conditions

•Performing same of similar activities
•Independently form the enterprise
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How are profits attributed?
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Attribution of Profits

Dealings

Country R
Country S

PE
Loan

Interest

SCorp

Customer
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Enterprise

Enterprise

Services

Customer

Fees

Customer
Customer
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Two-Step Approach
First step
Identification of the deals carried on through the
permanent establishment by
• Functional and factual analysis
• Identify the economically significant activities and
responsibilities undertaken through the PE

Second step
Determine the PE remuneration

• Apply by analogy the transfer pricing rules
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2008 Update – Two-Step Approach
Functional and factual analysis

Attribution of
risks

Attribution of
free capital to
support risk and
assets

Identify people
functions

Attribution of
economic
ownership
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Peoples Functions
Examples of functions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

R&D;
Process engineering and designing work;
Purchasing and materials management;
Manufacturing, production or assembly work;
Warehousing and inventory;
Marketing and distribution;
Development of software services;
Business Process Management;
Credit management, etc.

In practice:
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Work high level first and go for the detail latter.
Go after activities that are significant from an economic point of view.
There are no legally binding contracts but there is always a paper trail.
Do not forget internal workflows.
Recurrent activities are easy to spot; risk is in one-off activities.
Look for risk management reports.
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Peoples Functions and Risks
Example:

Enterprise

Personnel on the PE periodically perform:
• credit reviews of existing customers;
• undertake assessments of the creditworthiness
of potential customers;

Country R

• investigate credit applications;
• manage the relation with collection agencies;
and

Country S

• authorize credits for customers.

PE
Therefore:
Functions typically related to credit management. It
may be appropriate to assign the function and
credit risk to the PE.
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Why are risks so important?
In general, the higher the risk the higher the remuneration

As risk follows functions...
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Allocation of Taxing Rights

Enterprise

Where would you
allocate the high risk
functions?

CIT: 20%

Practical issues:
Country R

•
•
•
•

Country S

CIT: 35%

Tax rate is not everything
Business model
Commercial issues
Market conditions, etc

PE
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Economic Ownership of Assets
• Allocate economic ownership on tangible assets
according to:
• Place where the asset is located, or
• Place where the peoples functions are performed

• In the case of Intangibles:
Place where the peoples functions are performed regarding the active
decision-making active management of the development or the
acquisition took place.
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Economic Ownership – Example
Scenario 1

Enterprise

Country R

Enterprise delivers a specialized apparatus to
PE in order to calibrate delicate machinery
used to produce electronic components. After
calibration it should be sent back to the
enterprise. The F&F analysis determines that
the SPF are located in Enterprise

Scenario 2

Country S

PE

Enterprise deliver machinery to PE that will be
used to produce electronic components. The
machine will remain in PE until the end of its
useful life.
Scenario 3
Enterprise transfer electric components to PE
to be sold to third parties
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Free Capital
• A certain amount of “free capital” must be
attributed to the PE in accordance with ALP
• Support functions assets and risks.
• Various methods of attribution are acceptable,
provided that they are consistent with ALP
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Attribution of Profits – Example
Facts

Country R

Transfer
of goods

Country S

PE

Enterprise

Enterprise

• Enterprise sales products to customers
through its PE in country S
• Permanent transfer of products to PE
• Activities carried out at PE level include
sales, marketing, inventory and credit
management, after sales services.
• Final price to customers is EUR 1000 with
a production cost of EUR 500 per item
Sale
Price

Customer

• Sales, inventory, credit functions and after sales services are carried
at PE.
• Inventory, credit, warranty risks should be allocated at PE level
• Based on the functions and risk level it would be appropriate to
allocate economic ownership of goods to PE, hence...
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Attribution of Profits – Example

Notional
sale

Country R
Country S

PE
PE Accounts:
Cost:
EUR 700
Sales:
EUR 1000
Profits:
EUR 300
CIT @ 20%
EUR 60
20

Enterprise

Enterprise

• TP rules should be used to estimate
the value for notional sale.
• Assume that transfer price of EUR 700
is an arm’s length.
• Notional allocation is only used to
attribute profits to PE and provide relief
in country R.

EUR 1000

Customer

Enterprise accounts:
Cost:
EUR 500
Sales:
EUR 1000
Profits:
EUR 500
CIT @ 30%
EUR 150
Credit:
EUR 60
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Art. 7(3) OECD MC – Internal Dealings

Assets

Good
Management

Intangibles

What can be
deducted?
• nothing
• costs
• costs + profit

Services
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Funds
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Transfer of Assets
If supplied for resale: Arm’s length price

transference

Enterprise

If supplied for temporary use in trade:
Depreciation cost

Comm: Only share of the cost allocated to
the part that uses it, i.e. in case of machinery,
only depreciation costs

PE
Separate entity principle is limited

23
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Use of Intangibles
Comm:
• Difficult to allocate ownership solely to one part
of the enterprise, therefore royalty payments
within the enterprise not accepted
• Costs of creation to be allocated to all parts of
enterprise making use of intangibles without
mark up for profit
• OECD justification: there is only one legal entity!
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Services
• If the enterprise provides
the same service to third
parties then cost + is fine

Service

Enterprise

IndepCo

• If not then cost is only
deductible.

Service

PE
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Financing PEs - introduction
• Internal debts are not
deductible

Loan

Enterprise

• Exception: in case of
banks

Interest

Funding

PE
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Bank

• If third party loan used for
purposes of PE, then
interest cost is
attributable but only on
the part exceeding the
free capital of the PE
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Free Capital
27

Interest

Funding

Financing PEs – Free capital

How to allocate the free capital?
•Capital allocation approach

•Thin capitalization approach
•Economic capital approach
•Quasi thin capitalization approach
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Financing PEs – remuneration

Enterprise

•Should be at cost
Bank

•Treasury functions?
Interest

PE
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Financing PEs - steps

Assets
Other Methods

Functions
Capital allocation approach

Risks

Functional analysis

Third party loans
This Capitalization approach

Attribution of
funding cost

Determination
free capital

Determination
of interest

Internal loan
(Banks)
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Case Study
SnoozeGreat, a multinational that produces and sells high quality pillows has
set up the following structure for its selling activities in State B:

PrincipalCo

Actual Sale of Finished Goods

Customers

Apparent sale
Agency Service

State A

State B

DistributorCo
• PrincipalCo stores stock in StateB, at Distributor’s premises
• DistributorCo acts as Commissionaire for PrincipalCo, and does not act for any other
enterprises. PrincipalCo provides detailed instructions.
• PrincipalCo pays DistributorCo a fee for its services.
• Under the Commissionaire agreement, DistributorCo, acting in its name, can conclude
sales on the account of PrincipalCo, provide quotes and grant discounts, without prior
approval.
• The treaty between State A and State B is based on the OECD Model
Does PrincipalCo have a PE in State B, and if yes, how should profit be attributed
to this PE?
31
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Case Study
Allocating profit to a dependant agent PE:

Single Taxpayer Approach - “the payment of an arm’s length reward to
the dependant agent enterprise fully extinguishes the profits attributable to
the dependant agent PE”
(i.e. it doesn’t allow for risks, a therefore reward, legally belonging to the
Principal to be attributed to the dependant agent PE)
Authorised OECD Approach – “the dependant agent PE will be attributed
the assets and risks of the non-resident relating to the functions performed
by the dependant agent enterprise on behalf of the non-resident”
(note: no presumption that profits will be attributed, but is possible)

32
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Case Study
PrincipalCo

Actual Sale of Finished Goods

Customers

Apparent sale
Agency Service

DistributorCo

Owns Stock

Credit / Market /
Inventory risk
contractually
assumed by
PrincipalCo
33

Credit, inventory,
storage and
sales activities
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Single Taxpayer Approach
Enterprise:
Sales
1000
PrincipalCo
Costs
(200)
PrincipalCo
Agency (100)
Profit
700

DistributorCo

PE

Agent is rewarded for functions
assets and risks in State B

34

Agency PE:

Agent:

Fees
Agency
Profit

Fees
Costs
Profit

100
(100)
nil

100
(95)
5
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Authorized OECD approach
Enterprise:
Sales
1000
PrincipalCo
Costs
(200)
PrincipalCo
Agency (100)
Profit
700

PE

DistributorCo

Agency PE is allocated a reward
for the inventory related risk
(credit, inventory managment/storage
undertaken by DistributorCo in State B)

Agency PE:
Sales
1000
COGS (700)
Agency (100)
Profit
200
35

Agent:
Fees
Costs
Profit

100
(95)
5
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New OECD Article 7

(1) Profits of an enterprise of a Contracting State shall be taxable only in that State (i.e.
residence State) unless the enterprise carries on business in the other Contracting
State through a permanent establishment situated therein. If the enterprise carries
on business as aforesaid, the profits that are attributable to the permanent establishment
in accordance with the provisions of paragraph 2 may be taxed in that other State.
(2) For the purposes of this Article and Article [23 A] [23B], the profits that are attributable
in each Contracting State to the permanent establishment referred to in paragraph 1
are the profits it might be expected to make, in particular in its dealings with other
parts of the enterprise, if it were a separate and independent enterprise engaged in
the same or similar activities under the same or similar conditions, taking into
account the functions performed, assets used and risks assumed by the enterprise
through the permanent establishment and through the other parts of the enterprise.
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Attributable Expenses – Comparison

38

Notional payment

Previous Model

2010 Model

Transfer of assets for
resale

cost +

cost +

Temporary transfer

Shared cost

Rental fee at arm’s length

Services

Cost with or without mark
up

cost +

Interest

Not possible (only banks)

Only the amount
exceeding free capital

Good Management

Not deductible

Cost +

Royalties

Cost sharing

Royalty at arm’s length
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Financing PEs - steps

Assets
Other Methods

Functions
Capital allocation approach

Risks

Functional
analysis

Third party loans
This Capitalization approach

Attribution
of funding
cost

Arm’s
length price
treasury
functions

Determination
free capital

Adjust
interest
expense

Internal loan
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New OECD Article 7

(3) Where, in accordance with paragraph 2, a Contracting state adjusts the profits
that are attributable to a permanent establishment of an enterprise of one of the
Contracting States and taxes accordingly profits of the enterprise that have been
charged to tax in the other State, the other State shall, to the extent necessary to
eliminate double taxation on these profits, make an appropriate adjustment to
the amount of the tax charged on those profits. In determining such adjustment, the
competent authorities of the Contracting States shall if necessary consult each
other.
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New OECD Article 7
Alternative version of Art. 7(3)
“Where, in accordance with paragraph 2, a Contracting State adjusts the profits
that are attributable to a permanent establishment of an enterprise of one of the
Contracting States and taxes accordingly profits of the enterprise that have been
charged to tax in the other State, the other Contracting State shall, to the extent
necessary to eliminate double taxation, make an appropriate adjustment if it agrees
with the adjustment made by the first-mentioned State; if the other Contracting
State does not so agree, the Contracting States shall eliminate any double
taxation resulting therefrom by mutual agreement.”

No legal obligation to
give a corresponding
adjustment, even if in
accordance with 7(2)

41

Always possible to
negotiate with the
other State the most
appropriate AL price

The taxpayer has the
right to access the
MAP to have the
case resolved
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Article 7(3) 2010 – Example
Example
Tax credit calculation

Enterprise

Cost:
Sale :
Profit:
CIT rate
CIT
Credit:

Real Cost: 100

Notional sale: 1000

PE

42

$1,050

100
1050
950
30%
285
15

CIT calculation

ThirdCo

Cost:
Sale :
Profit:
CIT @40%:

1000
1050
50
20
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Article 7(3) 2010 – Example
Tax credit calculation
Cost:
Sale :
Profit:
CIT rate:
CIT:
Credit:

100
1050
950
30%
285
15

Cost:
Sale :
Profit:
CIT:
Credit:

100
1050
950
30%
165

Corresponding adjustment

Country R
Country S

Cost:
Sale :
Profit:
IR @40%:
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CIT calculation

1000
1000
1050
50
20

Cost:
Sale:
Profit:
CIT @40%:

500
1050
550
220

Primary adjustment
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Many Thanks!!!

L.Nouel@ibfd.org
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